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1. INTRODUCTION 
Most common sequence generators m stream cipher systems are based on a combmatron of LFSRs 
and nonlinear functions Dependmg on whether the keystream mvolves one or more than one 
LFSR, the sequence generators are commonly classified mto filter generators and combmatron 
generators In both cases, the linear complexity 1s a measure of the smtablhty of a keystream for 
its cryptographrc apphcatron [l-7] In fact, the linear complexity of sequences obtained from a 
nonlinear combmatron of LFSR-sequences 1s mostly predictable Such 1s the case of many well- 
known generators proposals [5] (e g , clock-controlled generators, alternating step generators, 
cascade generators, etc ) whose linear complexrty 1s either linear or exponential m the number of 
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storage cells employed On the other hand, the hnear complexity of the filter generators depends 
exclusively on the particular form of the filter and the LFSR mmlmal polynomial Generally 
speaking, there 1s no systematic method to predict the resulting complexity This 1s the reason 
why only a few authors have faced the problem of the determination of the linear complexity for 
filter generators 
The present work 1s concerned with the problem of the determmatlon of the linear complexity 
for filter functions Three different steps can be pointed out First, a new class of nonlinear 
filter functions has been introduced These functions are based on the product of m PN-sequence 
phases Second, the linear complexity of such functions has been analyzed Last, as the charac- 
terlzatlon of these functions affects the maximum order terms exclusively, a wide class of filter 
functions with a guaranteed large linear complexity can be derived Moreover, this charactenza- 
tlon 1s clearly compatible with the condltlons described m [8] which prevent the nonlinear filter 
generators from several correlation attacks (mverslon attacks, condltlonal correlation attacks, fast 
correlation attacks) 
2. A NEW FAMILY OF NONLINEAR FILTERS 
Let f be an mth-order function applied to the stages of an LFSR of length L and mmlmal 
polynomial P(D) f = a,+t, un+tz x x a,+t,,L with t, = 2k z 6 where k, 2, 15 E N 
and gcd(6, 2L - 1) = 1, and let (Y E GF(2L) be a root of the mmlmal polynomial of the 
sequence produced by the LFSR of length L Then ae with e = 2Q + 2e2 + + 2”~l~ where 
0 I el < e2 < < e, < L 1s a root of the minimal polynomial of the sequence generated by f 
if and only If the next determinant A, does not equal zero That is, 
($1 2cl (92 2e* &r-l 2’1 &,’ 2’ 1 
& 2Q ,t2 2e2 &-1 2r2 &, 2e2 
A, = #O 
& 2Qf” &2 r="" &,_l 2”“L &, 2r”’ 
If the determinant A, equals zero, then the correspondmg cyclotomlc coset 1s said to be degen- 
erate for the function f Let us analyse this choice of the stages of the filter, that is, replacing t, 
by Its value and making the next substltutlon ~1~’ ’ 2e‘ = X,, the determinant A, will be as 
follows 
1 Xl r” Y-’ 
1 x2 x7-2 q-1 
A, = 
1 brz Am-2 Am-1 m m 
This determinant 1s a Vandermonde determinant Its value 1s well known 
As we can see m the previous expression, A, # 0 if X, # X, Therefore, 
a2k 2CL 6 
#a 2L 2’J 15 + ~1~’ 2(“-‘J) 6 # a2L-1 = 1 + 2k $e,-e,) 6 + 2~ _ 1 
and the above fact only happens If gcd(b, 2L - 1) = 1 Consequently, the linear complexity of 
this new family of filter functions 1s lower bounded by (k) b ecause all the cosets of weight m are 
nondegenerate For L = 257 and m = 129 (typlcal values for the length of LFSR and the order 
of the filter m commumcatlon systems), LC M 1076, that is, a very large linear complexltyl 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
The keystream generators presented here provide a new class of sequence generators which 
satisfy the standard cryptographic requirements of large linear complexity and correlation lmmu- 
nity 
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